Theme:
Letter:
Shape:
Color:

Let it snow!
Yy
Review

Penguins and Polar Bears
Gg
White
Week 2

Week 1
We will dance to Frosty the Snowman,

Music & Movement

sing the wheels on the bus, make music
with our instruments, sing twinkle twinkle
little star, and sing our days of the week
song

We will introduce the letter Yy, read:

Language

Cognitive Development

"Snowy Day"

Caterpillar "

fingers, point to the objects that begin
with the letter Yy, review our colors
using our colored blocks, and say our

fingers, wiggle our fingers and toes,
practice holding a crayon, build a tower

paint a snowman, use crayons to color a
picture, paint with our fingers, make
icicles using glue & glitter

We will throw our garbage in the trash,
wash our hands at the sink, practice
putting on and taking off our jackets, and
practice sitting nicely during circle time

We will feel the texture of pom poms,
feel the bristles of a paint brush, play
with ice cubes, let paint run through our
fingers and feel glitter

Character Building Blocks

We will learn the letter Gg, read:

Hear?" and "The Very Hungry

We will make a snowman using pom poms,

Sensory Stimulation

listen to our nature cd during nap time

cup, we will review our ABC's, and read:

using our blocks and then knock it down

Self Help/Life Skills

McDonald, dance to our Barney cd and

Kisses", "Polar Bear, What do you

We will try tracing the letter Y using our

Creative Sides

sing the itsy bitsy spider, sing Old

for snow, please, more, thank you, and

colors in Spanish

Fun Fitness/ Motor Skills

We will play with our instruments,

"Frosty the Snowman", practice the signs "The Belly Button Book", "Hugs &

We will review our ABC's, count our

This week we will be working on being
fair and taking turns

Frosty The Snowman
Tt
Circle

Get Out Germs
Ss
Blue
Week 4

Week 3
We will sing if you're happy & you

We will sing the name game, have a

know it, row row row your boat, play dance party, clap our hands to the
ring around the rosie, sing the

music, sing the color song, bang on the

wheels on the bus and march around drum to make music and sing the ABC
with our instruments

We will learn the letter Tt, read:
"Pop Pop Pop", "What's on my
Head?", and "Count with Maisy" and
review our ABC's

We will review our ABC's, count to 10 We will review colors and numbers,

song.

We will read: "Bear Wants More!" and
"Germs Are Not For Sharing" and we
will learn the sign for "clean"

We will use color rings to review our

in Spanish, practice saying our friends say our colors in Spanish, review the colors, review the alphabet using flash
names, and review our colors using our calendar days, and count the shapes cards, count to 10 in Spanish, and count
flash cards

We will roll the ball to our friends,
try jumping up & down, practice eating
with a spoon, build using our waffle
blocks and practice holding the dot
paint

in our book

using our building blocks

We will practice walking up and down We will practice holding a crayon,
the stairs, practice tracing a circle, practice putting our puzzles together,
put our puzzles together and

play with the parachute, and use

practice holding a paint brush

colored blocks to build a tower

We will color a picture of a polar

We will decorate a picture using gems,

We will color the letter Gg, paint

bear, color a circle, paint a snowman paint a picture of soap & bubbles, use a

using ice cubes, paint a penguin

using shaving cream, paint using a

paper plate to make a germ project,

picture and finger paint.

toothbrush and paint using glitter

and make dirty hands using sand and

and glue

glue

We will practice sitting at the lunch
We will practice sharing, put our cups table, practice eating with our
in the sink, wash our hands, and

spoons, practice using our words,

practice saying please & thank you

clean our hands at the sink and play
nicely with our friends

We will point to objects that start

We will pick out objects that begin

with Gg, feel the cold ice cubes, touch with the letter Tt, point and touch

We will play nicely with our friends, use
a napkin to wipe our faces, practice
holding our cups, and help each other
clean up

We will listen quietly to the sounds
outside, feel the soap and water

a real penguin, play with our touch &

all the circles around our room, play between our fingers, feel the texture

feel book and feel the water run

with shaving cream and feel paint all of a tissue, feel sand in our hands and

through our fingers

over our hands

feel small & large blocks

We will be working on being honest

We will be working on generosity and

and telling the truth this week

giving to our friends

This week we will be working on
teamwork through various group
projects

